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BRAZIL AND
BRAZILIANS ARE
OUR CAUSE
2020 was marked by a worldwide crisis caused by the Covid-19
pandemic. A devastating scenario fell on Brazilians’ health while
economy and politics went into crisis, making the context even harder.
We, from MBC, faced the situation putting our experience and expertise
in favor of governments and leaderships from public and private sectors.
We looked for our members so that, together, we would put forward
projects and solutions that could help combating the disease. This has

OUR MISSION
Promote Brazil’s sustainable
competitiveness by raising the
population’s quality of life

allowed us to actively participate in important initiatives in this critical
period of our country.
Our mission, our vision and our pillars give us the certainty that we are
on the right path, because these fundamentals are the basis to a future
nation project and to a balanced policy for confronting regional and
global crisis.

OUR VISION
Contribute to make Brazil
one of the 30 most competitive
nations of the world by 2030

OUR PILLARS TO RAISE
BRAZILIAN COMPETITIVENESS
Throughout 2020, we have intensified our actions based on our pillars with
important advances. For 2021, we reassure our commitment::

We advocate the practice of good
GOVERNANCE AND PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
These are mechanisms that enable a well-established government
project, with clear goals and a project for the future.

We want the deployment of the
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Digital transformation was accelerated with the pandemic, but in this
pillar, we defend a State Policy based on digital economy that allows
the improvement of public services and business environment.

HOW WE DO IT
By means of partnerships and projects,
we spread the concept of governance
and implement management methods in
public administration

In 2015, we created Digital Brazil Coalition,
which gathers a series of companies that
stand for the improvement of public
policies in this area

We seek the reduction of
BRAZIL COST
This is a problem that affects from the average citizen to the productive
sector. We have a complex tributary system, legal insecurity, aside from

We worked alongside the Federal
Government with technical support
to elaborate measures that reduce the
impact of Brazil Cost

Our pillars are
comprehensive
We develop PROJECTS THROUGH PUBLIC-PRIVATE
PARTNERSHIPS, bringing together agents that discuss
proposals and present solutions in fundamental areas to

+ than 70 projects alongside

other bottlenecks. Combating the cost has become even more urgent in

the country. Over almost two decades we have supported

face of the economic crisis compounded by the pandemic.

advances in strategic areas for the economic growth of the

governments, Judiciary and

country, as STATE REFORM, SOCIAL SECURITY REFORM,

Legislative

We want more investment in EDUCATION
More than ever, we advocate education as the main axis, we understand
that technical and professional education can contribute to qualify
young people and adults, according to the market demand.
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We supported partners that advocate
education and promoted the qualified
debate about the issue within public and
private sectors

federal, state and municipal

TRIBUTARY REFORM, ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM,
EDUCATION, HEALTH, SPENDING EFFICIENCY,
REVENUE, INFRASTRUCTURE, DEVELOPING LEADERS
AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATORS.
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WE PROMOTE JOINT
SOLUTIONS BETWEEN
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
SECTORS TO OVERCOME
CHALLENGES
In order to endure the pandemic, we organized ourselves to
provide all of our network and experience in governance, public
administration and digital transformation to the Executive

Aware of the global crisis we have carried out a series of
interviews to help counselors, members and partners of
MBC to understand better the perspective of political,
economic and social scenarios in Brazil and in the world.
To this end, we have talked to leaderships, specialists and
analysts from health, tax economy, politics, legislative,
technology and innovation sectors. Throughout April we
wanted to understand the crisis with our guests:

Claudio Porto

and Legislative. We started a series of actions right at the

ECONOMIST AND FOUNDING PARTNER OF MACROPLAN

beginning of the coronavirus pandemic. Among them, we

Fernando Torelly

signed with the GOVERNMENT OF SÃO PAULO, still in April
2020, A TECHNICAL COOPERATION AGREEMENT TO
DEVELOP TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS TO SUPPORT
THE IMPROVEMENT OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION IN
ACTIONS dto combat the new coronavirus. The project, in
progress, involved the development of a set of tools to monitor
and manage Covid-19 cases in the State. One of the initiatives
was the implementation of an INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM to
monitor and control the testing strategy expanded in the State,
in partnership with AWS and Palantir.
With the São Paulo Secretariat of Economic Development,
Science and Technology, we have carried a public-private
partnership for research in assistance to the diagnosis of Covid-19
through coughing. Studies were developed by Butantan Institute
and Oswaldo Cruz Foundation (Fiocruz), research institutes with
expertise in public health, and artificial intelligence technology
was from Intel, associate to MBC.

ECONOMIST AND PRESIDENT OF THE SÃO PAULO HEART HOSPITAL

Fábio Zambeli
CHIEF ANALYST OF JOTA

Felipe Salto

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF IFI IN THE FEDERAL SENATE

José Eduardo Sabo

ATTORNEY OF THE FEDERAL DISTRICT OF CITIZEN LAW

Pedro Nery

FEDERAL SENATE LEGISLATIVE CONSULTANT

Lucio Rennó

DIRECTOR OF IPOL/UNB

Paulo Hartung

FORMER GOVERNOR AND EXECUTIVE PRESIDENT OF IBÁ

Valdir Simão

FORMER MINISTER OF CGU

Cristina Palmaka

PRESIDENT FOR SAP LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
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We develop projects that
enhance the concept of
governance and management
to improve public services for
citizens and productive sector
For 19 years we have developed projects in partnership with federal, state
and municipal governments in order to make the State more efficient.
Our greatest wish in carrying out these projects is to disseminate good
practices of management in the different levels of public administration
with higher speed and economy of resources. Our focus is modernization,

+50
140
+70
16,2

municipalities, states, Executive, Judiciary
and Legislative bodies attended
million benefited
projects of governance
and public management
billion reais of revenue increase and
optimization to the country

increase in quality, productivity and transparency, besides the implantation
of a solid pursuit for results culture in public organizations. This is how
we have transformed the culture of public leaderships, managers, servers,
compromised to develop greater control and transparency, in defense of a
STATE THAT RESPONDS TO THE CITIZEN WITH LESS BUREAUCRACY
AND OFFERS IMPROVEMENT OF THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT TO
THE PRODUCTIVE SECTOR.

“Brazil needs to concentrate
on decisive goals. By
addressing macro issues, the
rest goes together” Jorge
Gerdau, President of MBC’s
Superior Council
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We offer technical support, we
develop the culture of governance
and management, we increase
the capacity of public investment,
we reformulate processes,
we promote the exchange of
experiences.
Rodoanel

PROJECT
IMPACTS

SOLUTIONS FOR BELO
HORIZONTE’S BYPASS ROAD
Aiming to resolve the current Belo Horizonte’s Bypass Road bottlenecks,
in Minas Gerais, the structuring of a high relevance logistics corridor, the
STATE SECRETARIAT OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND MOBILITY OF MINAS
GERAIS works in the project of implantation of the new road contour of the
METROPOLITAN RODOANEL (legs North and South), the project counts
on technical support from MBC in partnership with Accenture. “We want to
modernize the road structure. It does not make sense that these trucks that
come from other states and go straight pass inside BH. The city’s mobility
gets impaired and the pavement’s wear is higher, increasing the municipality’s
costs. Not to mention that the reformulation will bring benefits to people’s
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“In the case of Rodoanel, a
Public-Private Partnership [PPP]
will be needed, which depends
on the input of resources from
the public power to be enabled”
Fernando Marcato, State Secretary
of Infrastructure and Mobility in
interview to Valor Econômico

•

5 million benefited people

•

10 municipalities

•

Creation of 18 thousand work
positions

•

GDP increase between 7% and
10% in the period of 10 years

•

Decrease of carbon gas emission

•

Reduction of the population’s
travel time

•

Improvement in the regional and
national road system of loads
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health too, who will have improved safety when riding.” The project
follows the greenfield model, in other words, initiated from zero, the
Metropolitan Rodoanel will be built with what is newer and more
technological on the road sector on behalf of mobility and users’
safety. The Executive Director of MBC, Romeu Neto, explains the
importance of the project to the State of Minas Gerais. “We are
looking for the utmost safety in the tracing. For this reason, we worry
about listening to the market and we support the state’s government
in the preparation of the Public Utility Decree”.

ADVANCES OF 2020
•

Rounds of meetings with the market to discuss
the modeling project for Rodoanel concession
with more than 20 companies, associations
and entities for market contributions about
the bidding process, in order to guarantee
transparency and competitiveness

•

DataRoom, data virtual room, the goal of the
setting is to provide information about the bid,
data and studies gathering so that the investors
are able to build their proposals more safely

•

14 companies have already shown interest in the
Rodoanel concession project
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The partnership counts on Vale’s support. In
2019, the Technical Cooperation Agreement
was celebrated between the State of Minas
Gerais, by means of SEINFRA, and MBC, which
has as a goal to institutionalize the efforts
and attributions of each participant in the
studies structuring, guaranteeing that the final
modeling meets the society’s interest and the
guidelines of Minas Gerais government.
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Chamber Reform
A MODEL OF ADMINISTRATIVE
RESTRUCTURING

VALUES OF THE
PROPOSAL

In 2020, we delivered a very important work for the public service

•

Recognition by merit

THE CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES. MBC has effectively participated of this

•

Administrative efficiency

construction, A PARTNERSHIP with servers of the House, based on studies

•

Economicity and transparency

transformation: THE PROPOSAL OF ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM OF

conducted by Falconi Counselling. The mapping of workflows and the
suggestions of management improvement were discussed and consolidated

On August 22, 2019, MBC and the
Chamber of Deputies signed a Technical

by a technical team of the Chamber. The document was disclosed by the

Cooperation Agreement to map services

president of the House, Rodrigo Maia, with participation of the director of

and workflows of the House, in addition

the Chamber, Sérgio Sampaio, on September 2nd, 2020. The administrative
reform of the Chamber of Deputies predicts an ECONOMY OF BRL ($) 440

to proposing measures of management,
quality and productivity improvement

MILLION PER YEAR, according to the direction of the House.

“I am convinced that the Chamber and
Government Reforms will come with
the aim not only to organize careers,
but to bring the matter of merit and
promotion differently, in a way that
stimulates the servers” President of the
House, Rodrigo Maia
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PROPOSAL
•

Reduction from six to three
hierarchy levels

•

Extinction of bodies

•

Processes automation

•

Extinction of 1,000 positions,
being 633 immediately, for being
already vacant, and the other 367
as the vacancy occurs

•

Redistribution of the workforce

•

Restructuring of services and
products

•

Increase of efficiency and
transparency in the use of public
resources
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São Paulo State
Court of Justice
A PROJECT OF MANAGEMENT
EFFICIENCY
MBC leaders delivered to the president of the São Paulo Court of Justice,

ADVANCES: increase in

Pinheiro Franco, on June 25, the results of the project ADMINISTRATIVE

productivity, processes

MANAGEMENT EFFICIENCY WITH FOCUS ON RESULTS. The work

“Due to this agreement, it was possible
that the expertise of technicians was
brought to us so that we can always
improve. This work has been through
the administrative area, electronic
citation, artificial intelligence, robotics,
express rite, anyway, a series of
measures that were implemented and
that made us, today, better” Pinheiro
Franco, president of TJSP

modernization, costs reduction,
increase of investments and team

aimed the reduce of costs and the increase of efficiency in the State

qualification were some of the

Judiciary Power sphere. For the president of TJSP, the project in partnership

results

with MBC and Falconi was important because it meant improvement on
the service provision of the Judiciary to society.

“The project of efficiency on TJSP
occurred in an essential moment,
allowing to assist the Judiciary
governance of São Paulo with tools that
polished teleworking and enhanced
processes in a setting of activities
resumption, post social isolation and
crisis resulting from Covid-19” Romeu
Neto, Executive Director of MBC
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“In face of a fiscal restriction scenario,
it is totally opportune the possibility of
delivering to society an expanded and
modern infrastructure” Tarcísio de Freitas,
Minister of Infrastructure

Infrastructure
and concessions
A STRATEGY OF
RAILWAY RENEWAL
The strategy of railway renewal was presented by the secretary of
Fostering, Planning and Partnerships of the Ministry of Infrastructure,

In July, TCU also approved the anticipated renewal of

Natália Marcassa, to the Executive Director of MBC, on August 21. In the

Vale in the Carajás (EFC) and Vitória to Minas (EFVM)

online meeting, Natália highlighted the importance of the new stage

Railways until 2057, with due investments of BRL ($)

of concessions and the technical work that still needs to be done by the
government to achieve new advances. The secretary reminded that the

São Paulo Railway Net to Rumo.

At the National Agency of Land

MBC WAS ONE OF THE PARTNERS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION

internal earning in the analysis

OF STUDIES, TECHNICAL MODELING AND THE ENGINEERING

that the Rumo concession, which would

($) 11.8 billion concern the payment of the grant for the

end in 2028, was extended until 2058. As a

the Midwest Integration Railway (Fico) and BRL ($) 3.9

and Vitória to Minas Railways, both administrated by Vale, as well as the
Transports (ANTT) there was an
of projects, inclusive in time.

Unanimously, the Court of Auditors allowed

4.7 billion, to be applied as of 2021. From the total, BRL
two railways, BRL ($) 8.7 billion, for the construction of

Federal Court of Auditors approved the anticipated renewal of the Carajás

operated by Rumo Logistics, for over 30 years.

counterpart the concessionary compromised to

billion for other costs. From the grant value, BRL ($) 300

execute BRL ($) 6.1 billion in investment, in

million will be used to buy rails and crossties destinated

addition to the payment of BRL ($) 2.9 billion

to the West-East Integration Railway (Fiol). The two
will be connected to the North-South Railway, creating
alternative corridors to drain grains from the Midwest.

grants destined to the General Union Budget,
of which BRL ($) 2.8 billion were already paid.

Previously, a process would take 30

The inputs will also allow reaching the goal

OF EXTENSION PROJECTS THAT SERVED AS BASELINE FOR THE

to 45 days to be analyzed, with the

of more than doubling the capacity of load

ANTICIPATED RENEWAL OF THE RAILWAYS CONCESSIONS, along

partnership, more than 80 projects

with the Program of Investment Partnerships (PPI) and with the National
Agency of Land Transports (ANTT). The superintendent of Infrastructure

ANTT anticipates investments of

and Road Transport of Loads Services from ANTT, Alexandre Porto, also

BRL ($) 43.6 billion in the sector

present at the meeting, highlighted the excellent governance established
during the partnership with MBC. “It was a partnership of great success,

by 2026
Cross investment allows

a case”, he said. Porto made a presentation explaining the stages and the

concessionary companies to apply

juridical process of a concession. A new partnership for technical support

the granting making improvements

between MBC and Minfra is under analysis.
The technical work has given basis for the TCU plenary to approve the
anticipated renewal of the concession of the São Paulo Railway Mesh,
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moving of the mesh by 2025, from 35 million

were analyzed in six months

of public interest in its own meshes
or in the construction of new lines
in other regions generating new
concession and granting

to 75 million tons per year.

“The railway mode is the most expensive
one. It is very difficult to make heavy
infrastructure. The solution found was a
new model of concession, with the new
legislation and with cross investment”
Natália Marcassa, secretary of Fostering,
Planning and Partnerships of Minfra
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BRL ($)

15-20 BI

RESUME OR CLOSE
THE BUSINESS

We work to reduce Brazil
Cost; with that we will
have a better business
environment and we will
be more competitive

BRL ($)

12

1

BRL ($)

11

80-100 BI

2

COMPETE AND
BE CHALLENGED
FAIRLY

BRL ($)

BRL ($)

3
BRL ($)

1,5 TRI

40-50 BI 9

4

ACCESS PUBLIC
SERVICES

BRL ($)

240-280 BI 8

In November 2019, a study carried by the

5

MBC and the private sector¹, managed to

DO WE DO IT? We work alongside with the Ministry of Economy with

measure for the first time the so-called

technical support. The first stage of the project, held by the Ministry next to

Brazil Cost, term that describes the set
difficulties that increase and undermine

WHAT REPRESENTS 22% OF THE NATIONAL GDP. The study analyzed

new investments and worse the business

the main obstacles to the Brazilian productive sector competitiveness, having

environment.

as a reference the companies life-cycle. The first stage also counted on the

¹Leaders worried about suggesting to public
managers solutions that may help Brazil to
elevate its productivity and competitiveness

productive sector demands.
IN 2020, WE RENEWED our partnership with the Special Secretariat for
Productivity, Employment and Competitiveness, of the Ministry of Economy,
on September 22. The cooperation agreement initiated the SECOND
STAGE OF THE PROGRAM FOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT OF
COMPETITIVENESS TO REDUCE BRAZIL COST to elaborate a portfolio
of projects and implementation management, which should contribute for
the effective reduction of the cost. At the time, THE UNDER SECRETARY
FOR THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT AND COMPETITIVENESS OF THE
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BRL ($)

190-230 BI

BRL ($)

BRL ($)

20-23 BI

100-120 BI

INTEGRATE WITH GLOBAL
PRODUCTION CHAINS

6
BRL ($)

160-200 BI

ACT IN EFFECTIVE LEGAL AND
REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

of structural, bureaucratic and economic

MBC, ESTIMATED BRAZIL COST IN BRL ($) 1.5 TRILLION PER YEAR,

participation of several sectorial entities, based on the necessity to meet the

260-230 BI

ACCESS BASIC INPUTS

7

Ministry of Economy, in partnership with

goal is for this indicator to be monitored and fought permanently. HOW

BRL ($)

EMPLOY HUMAN
CAPITAL

INFRASTRUCTURE
DISPOSAL

HONOR TRIBUTES

It is a challenge that for decades has damaged Brazilian competitiveness. Our

180-220 BI

FINANCE THE BUSINESS

70-90 BI 10

REINVENT THE
BUSINESS

BRL ($)

11-14 BI

OPEN A BUSINESS

OBSTACLES
•
•
•
•

Difficulty of access to capital
Bureaucracy
Legal uncertainty
Difficulty to integrate global
production chains
• Logistics infrastructure
• Access to basic inputs
• Government interference in the
economy

PROGRAM OF COMPETITIVENESS
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
The Program was created in November 2019 to

MINISTRY OF ECONOMY, JORGE LUIZ DE LIMA,
highlighted the importance of the partnership. “The signing

implement a new methodology of analysis and

of the agreement with MBC gives a great expectation of

governance to evaluate and prioritize proposals

speed in the reduction of Brazil Cost, a perspective to make

with higher chances to improve national

Brazil more competitive, more productive and lighter.” And

competitiveness. And it created a centralized
communication channel to receive proposals

our Executive Director, Tatiana Ribeiro, emphasized that

of public policies and solution to improve the

the reduction of Brazil Cost must be a central agenda, as

business environment, open to representative

it affects all sectors of society. “This cost not only affects

organization of the private sector.

the productive sector, but population, who pays for more
expensive products, suffers with the lack of jobs, and also
the public sector. It hinders Brazil’s growth, and that is why
we consider this one of the main agendas.”
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EXPECTED IMPACT
STUDY METHODOLOGY
Indicators in the 12 areas considered vital for the business
sector competitiveness were listed. The diagnosis presents a
comparison of the cost to produce in Brazil compared to the
average of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD). The accomplished mapping estimated
the relative weight between the distinct elements of Brazil
Cost identified. These estimations aim to get close to the real
cost faced by the companies, evaluating what would be the
reduction of costs for them in case, today, we had the average
level of OECD in all the 12 issues in analysis.

HOW DO WE ACT TO REDUCE BRAZIL COST?
In this new stage of the partnership, we technically support the work
performed by the Executive. In this phase were carried out mapping,

476
476

47
47
Captured
Capturado

Capture
horizon
Horizonte
de captura

Captured
Capturado
Capture until 2022
Captura até 2022
Capture after 2022
Captura após 2022
Overall total
Total Geral

714
714

191
191
Capture until 2022
Captura até 2022

Capture after 2022
Captura pós 2022

Total
Total

Implemented
Implementada

Ongoing
implementation
Em implementação

In process
Em tramitação

Under analysis
Em análise

Total
Total

46,8
46,8
65,7
65,7
112,7
112,7
225,2
225,2

60,3
60,3
25,2
25,2
85,5
85,5

22,5
22,5
202,3
202,3
224,8
224,8

42,8
42,8
135,7
135,7
178,5
178,5

46,8
46,8
191,3
191,3
475,9
475,9

714 BI
714 BI

classification and evaluation of more than one thousand proposals
to elaborate government actions that may impact Brazil Cost.
From this total, 542 are under analysis, 215 implemented or in stage of
implementation.
The impacts of these proposals were also estimated. If we implement
them in their entirety, THIS AGENDA HAS THE POTENTIAL TO
REDUCE BRL ($) 714 BILLION OF BRAZIL COST. From the total
potential of impact already calculated, BRL ($) 47 billion were already
captured and BRL ($) 191 billion more will be by 2022.
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“This work is being held in conjunction
with the private sector. This
management, transparency and joint
work is what will make the reduction
of Brazil Cost” Carlos da Costa,
secretary for Employment, Productivity
and Competitiveness of ME
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We advocate the
digitalization of
economy as the basis to
improve public services

ACTIONS IN FOUR AXES

When we talk about DIGITALIZATION OF ECONOMY, we mean FASTER
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATIONS. The coronavirus pandemic forwarded
behavior and technological changes that would take years, but more

Infrastructure and access

than ever Brazil needs to prepare itself to offer citizens and public sector

5G technology advance, digital inclusion
of rural areas, agility on regulation for the
Internet of Things (IoT) area.

INFRASTRUCTURE, CONFIDENCE IN THE DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT,
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION AND GOVERNANCE.
In view of this, we advocate actions and projects in name of a consistent

Confidence in the digital environment

policy of digital transformation. To fight for our goals, in 2015, we created
the Digital Brazil Coalition gathering the greatest companies in the
country to debate necessary actions within the federal government. WE
CONTRIBUTED TO ELABORATE THE BRAZILIAN STRATEGY FOR
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION. We carried permanent actions with focus on
legislation and national regulation about the issue.
In 2020, we kept our articulation with the public sector, we promoted
debates in pursuit of solutions and held agendas with federal government
representatives to present and prioritize the agenda of digital transformation.
WE RELEASED THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION MANIFEST FOR
COMPETITIVENESS, a document for INNOVATION, elaborated by the
Coalition, who defends a series of strategies with focus in this sector. The
document, delivered to the federal government, reinforces the opportunities
generated by new technologies and proposes actions in four main axes.
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Highlights the importance of applying
LGPD, cybersecurity and PPPs for Artificial
Intelligence (AI) projects.

Digital Brazil Coalition consists
in about 30 large companies,
organizations and specialists of the
information technology field

Access the document:
www.mbc.org.br/downloads

“The crisis removed the idea that
digital was an option, something
that could be left for later. It
showed everyone the reality
that digital is for now and for
being, many times, the only
alternative” Luis Felipe Monteiro,
secretary for Digital Government of
the Ministry of Economy

Education and professional
qualification
Suggests funds of qualification for Digital
Economy, curricular changes and market
mapping.

Governance
Reactivate the Interministerial Committee
for Digital Transformation (CTIDigital),
create a Digital Economy observatory and a
subcommittee for education and qualification
in Digital Economy.
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We integrate the discussions of the States Digital Transformation

The States and DF Digital

Group, the GTD.Gov. The group’s mission goes beyond technology,

Transformation Group (GTD.Gov)

states and the Federal District now have a common strategy to transform
public services.
MBC and the Council for Informational Technology Industry (ITI)
promoted, on May 26, a virtual meeting to present global considerations
with regard to the NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR BRAZILIAN ARTIFICIAL

developed four surveys during the
pandemic to understand how digital
acceleration has impacted the
public sphere
The crisis impacts and the
emergency actions adopted by the

INTELLIGENCE. Representatives from Google, Intel and Facebook, who

federal government in the pandemic

already use the technology, made considerations about the AI policies

scenario were debated with the

that are being implemented around the world and brought a reflection
on its ethical aspects. Representatives from the federal government

secretary for Digital Government
from the Ministry of Economy, LUIS
FELIPE SALIN MONTEIRO, during

and the National Congress also participated presenting policies that are

MBC Web Dialogues, a virtual

already being implement in Brazil. Executive Director of MBC, Tatiana

meeting with our members. THE

Ribeiro, federal deputy and author of the Bill on the legal mark for artificial

DIGITAL GOVERNMENT STRATEGY

intelligence development, Pedro Bismark, director of the Department of
Telecommunication Services from the Ministry of Science, Technology,

2020-2022, launched in May,
pursues a digital government with
focus on the citizen, integrated,

Innovation and Communication, Miram Wimmer (at that time), leader for

safe and reliable, intelligent for data

global politics and digital and AI ethics from Facebook, Norberto Andrade,

usage, transparent and efficient

Intel’s representative, Mario Ramao, and artificial intelligence scientist
from Google, Fernanda Viegas also participated.
“The proposal is not to create regulatory barriers, but to guarantee
the evolution of artificial intelligence with ethics, responsibility
and equality. The goal is to present this issue in the National

“We can only win this digital
transformation challenge if we invest
in science, technology, innovation and
education. How are we going to create
a generation of programmers if we
have one of the worst PISA indexes?”
JHC, federal deputy and president of the
Parliamentary Front for Digital Economy
“More than 80% of public and
private sector colleges and education
institutions are not ready for distance
teaching. It is a different teacher who
has to be qualified. It is necessary
to make the digital transformation
with the student, the doctor and
the patient. It is lacking labor” Paulo
Cunha, MBC counselor

THE PROCESS OF COMPANIES DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION IN BRAZIL was also
topic of discussion in June during the launching
live of the Digital.br program from the Brazilian
Agency for Industrial Development (ABDI),
which will finance innovation in the North of the
country. MBC counselor and director of Amazon
Web Services, PAULO CUNHA, was one of the
participants of the discussion and highlighted that
the digitalization process passes through a change
of culture. ABDI president, Igor Calvet, federal
deputy and president of the Parliamentary Front
for Economy and Digital Citizenship, president of
the Federation of Associations of Informational
Technology Brazilian Companies, Ítalo Nogueira,
and Porto Digital president, Sílvio Meira also
participated.
The promotion of digital debates was essential
for us to keep our fight for business environment
improvement. We conducted a special series of
MBC WEB DIALOGUES ON THE GENERAL
PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION LAW (LGPD),
topic that monopolized the discussions in face

Congress and create a discussion on society, with specialists and

of the digital transformation acceleration. On

representatives from the government” Pedro Bismark, federal deputy

July 17, federal deputy Orlando Silva, rapporteur
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of the LGPD project, was the invitee of the first series meeting to debate data

the international community. In this sense, the adjunct

protection, together with Digital Law Professor from Getúlio Vargas Foundation

deputy leader of economic politics from the Civil House of

(FGV), Marcel Leonardi. During the debate, both highlighted the importance

the Presidency of the Republic, Marcos Pinto, said that the

of regulation and implementation of the DATA PROTECTION NATIONAL

federal government knows the importance of the regulatory

AUTHORITY (ANPD), as provided in Law No. 13.709/2018, approved by the

agency, and that they would be working for its creation,

National Congress in August 2018. The law would come into effect in September,

analyzing regulation and necessity for new decrees.

but was postponed to May 3rd, 2021, by means of the Provisional Measure
959/2020 from the federal government. The discussions on the creation of ANPD
were held on August 14, during the second special edition of MBC Web Dialogues.
Specialists on data protection agreed during the meeting that the validity of LGPD
without a regulatory agency creates an environment of extreme legal insecurity.

DIGITAL GOVERNMENT
MAIN ADVANCES
•

The Personal Dara Protection specialist, Viviane Nóbrega highlighted, on the
occasion, that the lack of a regulatory agency would be inconceivable because
it not only creates legal insecurity, but a problem for Brazil’s reputation within

“Our manifest has as goal to present
what the private sector sees as main
demands for the advance of this
agenda in a fast-paced way, taking into
consideration the importance of this issue
for Brazil’s economy” Tatiana Ribeiro,
executive director of MBC
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•

•

More than 2,6 thousand digitalized services,
among them, digital work permit, digital proof of
life for INSS retirees
Publication of the National Strategy for
Cybernetic Security, an orientation from the
federal government to Brazilian society on the
main actions sought in the cybernetic security
area during the quadrennium 2020/2023
Update of the Digital Government Strategy
(EGD) 2020-2022, from which we were part of
the review workshops, in 2019

LETTER TO THE AUTHORITIES: FOR
IMMEDIATE JURIDICAL SECURITY
ON DATA PROCESSING
MBC, together with other 26 organizations,
forwarded to the President of the Republic
and to the National Congress the following
emergency actions:
• the immediate creation of ANPD and the
indication of five technical names to compose
the Authority’s Board of Directors;
• the immediate introduction of PEC 17 on the
on the Plenary voting agenda;
• voting of MP 959, which extends the entry
into effect of LGPD to May 3rd, 2021;
• prompt action for voting the names and for
creating ANPD once they are indicated;
• prompt action for voting PEC n17, once it is
sent to the Federal Senate for appreciation
of the amends made by the Chamber of
Deputies Special Commission.

EGD’s purpose is to orientate and integrate
digital transformation initiatives of bodies
and entities from the Federal Executive Power,
through expansion of the access to governmental
information, improvement of digital public services
and increase of social participation.
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Our mobilization is
permanent and our
virtual meetings
strengthen our network
Discuss structuring issues: this is the goal of MBC Dialogues series. The
events gather entrepreneurs, political leaders, specialists and members. The
participants present concepts and information that subsidize reflections for
economic, political and social development of the country. THROUGH THE
YEAR WE HAD A PRESENTIAL MEETING AND 13 VIRTUAL EVENTS.
Our executive director, Tatiana Ribeiro, mediated between the speakers
and the productive sector representatives that were able to make questions
and comments. Only between April and May, we had four virtual meetings,
streamed on YouTube. And the agenda could not be another: Brazil in the
pandemic. Before, in March, there was a presential meeting, held in São Paulo.
Our first Dialogues from 2020 was with the MINISTER OF
INFRASTRUCTURE, TARCÍSIO GOMES DE FREITAS. For him, Brazil has
the world’s most sophisticated project of concessions. For this reason, the
Ministry has strived to resolve problems from the past.
The possible scenarios for Brazil and the main actions to be taken by
governments and companies after the most critical period of the pandemic
were on the agenda for the FIRST MBC WEB DIALOGUES of the year.

“We cannot pass the wrong
regulatory message to
the overseas investor”
Tarcísio Freitas, Minister of
Infrastructure, March 2020
“Digital transformation: either
we accelerate for anticipation
or out of necessity” Claudio
Porto, April 2020
“The concern is that the
measures that are being taken
are not much programmed
and not much ordered” Marcos
Lisboa, president of Insper

CLAUDIO PORTO, president of Macroplan’s Counsel,
made an analysis based on an updated version of the
study WHAT WILL BRAZIL BE LIKE IN 2020. The
public debt cannot generate a second crisis in Brazil
– PAULO HARTUNG, former governor of Espírito
Santo, and MARCOS LISBOA, president of Insper and
former secretary for Economic Policies of the Ministry
of Economy agreed. In the meeting, both criticized what
they called disorientated public spending and the future
debt of the country.
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Launched in April, the new Digital Government Strategy

“The good passage of a crisis

2020-2022 as an opportunity in face of the crisis was the

is the one in which we take

subject approached by LUIS FELIPE SALIN MONTEIRO,

The infrastructure agenda on the economy postcrisis recovery was the highlight of MBC Dialogues.
NATÁLIA MARCASSA, secretary of Fostering,

secretary for Digital Government from the Ministry of

care of the emergency and

the Economy. Monteiro defended that the process of

take care of the future” Paulo

Infrastructure, and MARCO AURÉLIO BARCELOS,

digitalization helped to attenuate the negative effects of

Hartung, president of IBÁ

secretary of Infrastructure and Mobility from the

Planning and Partnerships from the Ministry of

government of Minas Gerais (at that time) also

the pandemic in Brazil.

participated. Both defended that the investment

“We want to increase from
15% to 30% our railroad

“Infrastructure has the potency to create
jobs and to boost the growth of other
sectors. It pulls a very large productive
chain. This opens an opportunity window
for Brazil to create a virtuous cycle. On the
other hand, it takes a long time to take an
infrastructure project off the paper, which
can be a challenge” Rogério Caiuby, executive
board member of MBC
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mesh” Natália Marcassa,
secretary for the Ministry of
Infrastructure

on infrastructure could be a lever for the economic
revival in face of the Covid-19 crisis.
Throughout the year, we have identified priority
issues of our agenda and because of this we created
the SPECIAL SERIES OF MBC WEB DIALOGUES.
Four meetings were held to discuss the ECONOMY
RECOVERY. We gathered names in the national

“Perhaps the State will have
to contribute to its investment
margin, but we also have
to ask whether the State
has money” Marco Aurélio
Barcelos, former secretary of
Infrastructure from MG

context to address structuring issues related to the
challenges for the country’s recovery. In the first of
them, the secretary for Employment, Productivity
and Competitiveness from the Ministry of Economy,
CARLOS DA COSTA, presented results of the
Competitiveness Continuous Improvement Program,
supported by MBC and the productive sector. The
meeting was attended by the president of MBC
Superior Council, Jorge Gerdau.
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In November, the governor of Rio Grande do Sul, EDUARDO LEITE, and the
federal deputy ALEXIS FONTEYNE member of the Special Commission for
the Tributary Reform defended that the change on the country’s tax policy
is urgent to take the Brazilian State out of debt and stagnation. To Fonteyne,
the Value Added Tax (IVA) is the best way out because it is an international
standard model.

“Rio Grande do Sul has one of the most sensitive
fiscal cases of the country due to the spending on
functionalism, with the payroll specially, because
of the retirees, that is why we made a profound
Social Security Reform” Eduardo Leite, governor of
Rio Grande do Sul
“The productive sector needs to have a clear
position, we need to approve a new system,
because the state itself has had enough” Alexis
Fonteyne, federal deputy
The challenges of the investment in technical education to meet the demands
of the labor market in transformation was issue for the debate during the third
special meeting on economy recovery. In November, secretary for Economic
Development, Science and Technology from São Paulo, PATRÍCIA ELLEN,
presented the state overview on professional and technical education. She
advocated that it is essential for the government to listen to the demands of the
companies and invest on technical courses on this basis.
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“We have an ambitious goal for
the state of São Paulo, which is
to triple the access to technicalprofessional education for young
people and adults from the state.
The goal is that a third of young
people in high school have access
to technical education” Patrícia
Ellen, secretary of the state of SP

The legislative agenda and the advance of the
structuring reforms were subjects for the meeting with
the government leader in the Chamber of Deputies,
RICARDO BARROS, who highlighted the importance
of the productive sector mobilization on the agenda
of reforms. Among the essential issues that are on the
government agenda for 2021, Ricardo Barros emphasized
the administrative reform, the tributary reform and
the Bill 4199/20, on cabotage. Leader of Public Policies
from AWS, Ana da Mota, director of Public Policies from
Facebook, Murillo Laranjeira, and director of Public Policies

“Without pressure from civil
society, specially from the
productive sector, we do not win
this war in favor of the reforms
and improvement of national
competitiveness” Ricardo Barros,
government
leader in the Chamber

and Government Affairs from Oracle, Diogo Brunacci,
represented the productive sector and highlighted the
advance of digital transformation agendas. For them, this
is an essential agenda, primarily, concerning government
digitalization and digital taxes, which are being guided on
the tributary reform discussed by the National Congress.
The Superior Council President of MBC, JORGE GERDAU,
attended the debate and manifested concern about the
delay for voting the agenda of reforms.
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We promote
partnerships and
strengthen supports
The importance of the investment on education to overcome the Covid-19
crisis and to improve quality on the most diverse sector of Brazil was the
main subject of the Brazil Challenges 2021 debate, held in November by the
BRAZILIAN ACADEMY OF QUALITY. The online event in commemoration
of the World Day of Quality was attended by academics and entrepreneurs.
The Superior Council President of MBC, JORGE GERDAU, was among the
participants and emphasized that education is the only way to guarantee
a decent life to Brazilians. President Director of ABQ, Eduardo Guaragna,
Council President of Falconi Consultants, Vicente Falconi, economist
Dorothea Werneck, also member of ABQ, and academic and member of ABQ
Claudio de Moura Castro also participated.

“We have to achieve international competitiveness
levels, consequently we have to qualify people
to create this process. The sin of not correcting
children education today will make us pay the
whole life. Our mission is to know what is quality,
to focus and center the effort on education. Our
dream is to give a decent life to all Brazilians,
which goes first through education” Jorge Gerdau,
Superior Council President of MBC
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Revista Brasil+

TRANSFORMAÇÕES NA PANDEMIA
TENDÊNCIAS ACELERADAS
REFORMAS ECONÔMICAS
NEGÓCIOS DE IMPACTO
PARCERIAS E CONCESSÕES
INVESTIMENTO CRUZADO
SEGURANÇA CIBERNÉTICA

Our governance has a permanent concern: to deepen the reflection on the
main issues of Brazilian reality. By means of the Revista Brasil+ publication
we present fundamental subjects for national competitiveness, economy and
politics, with the opinion of the best specialists of the present time. In July
2020, our cover story addressed the new times brought by the coronavirus
pandemic. Transformations that would take decades happened in months

for Microsoft Brazil, TÂNIA CONSENTINO, highlighted

and we published an article on the main impacts in areas such as health,

that the crisis enhanced inequalities, but, at the same

education, consumption and services. In the launch of the publication, we

time, it brought structuring, cultural transformations,

gathered national leaders, from public and private sectors, to discuss the
cover subject. Both the secretary for Economic Development, Science and
Technology from the state of São Paulo, PATRÍCIA ELLEN, and the president

“There will be, after the pandemics, 150 million new work
positions in the area of technology around the world in
the next five years. If we are not capable to prepare our
professionals to deliver value, to grow and to develop
in the technology area, we will lose in competitiveness”
Tânia Consentino, president for Microsoft Brazil
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“In the government, there is
normally a mismatch between
having a vision of the set of
challenges and the capacity of
coordination. Public governance
is the basis so that the country
overcomes this and changes level”
Reginaldo Arcuri, MBC counselor, on
the cover story of Brasil+

and technological advances. In the second half of the
year, our spotlight was the importance of governance
and management in the public sector. More than ever,
political will, creativity and planning proved necessary to
face the problems caused by the 2020 crisis. In the 9th
edition of Revista Brasil+ we highlight the differentials of
feminine leadership in other countries on the combat of
Covid-19. And also, we debated the new Basic Sanitation
Legal Mark and the benefits of the Regulatory Impact
Analysis, in addition to the advances of anticipated
renewals of railway concessions.
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